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ABSTRACT
The paper refers to the foundation design of a bridge situated on active landslides in the under-carpathian zone, in the South Eastem part of Romania. The design philosophy involves two possible sliding mass stabilisation measures: a). to develop retaining
works on each brook's bank separately to the bridge foundations system; b). to design the foundations themselves so that they should
be able to support the earth thrust induced by the banks instability. In order to choose the optimal solution. geological and
geotechnical researches were perfom1ed. Finally. the solution of a discontinuous retaining structure located upstream the bridge
abutments was adopted.
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INTRODUCTION
The bridge location belongs to the under-carpathian area with
frequent slow flows or slide phenomena. The difference
between the two (Ter7.aghi. 1950 and Chowdhury. 1978) can
be. either the displacement velocity. or better the character of
the displacement \\o hich should be taken into account - slow
flO\\ is a mass displacement while slide is a displacement on
already existing discontinuous surface. The two can transform
one into another. The general phenomena of instability
recorded on the both embankments of the river Salcia. since
1970. have led to the decay of the bridge (Photo 1 and 2)
which ensure the connection between two villages Sangeru and
Salcia. from Prahova cow1ty In the zone where the road passes
the brook.

the traffic is running over an improvised bridge made of a few
concrete tubes. on a deviated path 60 m downstream of the
permanent bridge. which is only used by pedestrians (Photo 3
and-+). The studied location is oart of a high seismic zone.

Photo 2. Existing right hank bridge ahutmenl
Taking into account the fact that the construction of a new
bridge was required., general stability analysis for both brook' s
banks were necessary.

Photo I. General view ofthe studied hridge
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Photo 3. Temporary bridge

Photo ./.De1·iated road downs/ream oflhe permanenl bridge

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOTECHNICAL ASSESMENTS
The placement of the studied bridge. in the south of the village
Salcia is situated in the Carpathians hills that exhibit heights
of :H>O + 500 m. On an alignment of about 200m, the erosion
of Salcia valley led practically the exposure at sight of the salt
mass forming the nucleus of a diapir fault (Photo 5). At the
salt mass top a detritus formation is laying.

Photo 5. ,)'air mass at sight, upstream the bridge location
This one is composed of weakly cemented sands. alternating
with gray - yeJiowish clays. The lack of trees. due especially to
the excessive salt content of the soil, Jed to the increase in the
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climatic weathering. which produced the sudden and powerful
changes in the studied area morphology. The entire zone is
characterised by the presence of very steep slopes. ravines and
active instability phenomena. The valley of the Salcia river is
narrow. in the axis of the road and upstream. having only I0 +
15 m at the level of thalweg and it has very steep asymmetrical
slopes. At 80+ 100 m downstream the studied bridge. the river
takes a sudden tum after which it becomes vcrv wide.
exhibiting even two pseudo-terraces situated at 1.00 .; 1.50 m
above the thalweg level. After another 50 m the valley becomes
narrow again. having the general aspect of the bridge zone.
This aspect is the consequence of the erosion phenomena with
ravines and landslides effects superposition. leading to the
maintaining of the global instability on both brook's banks. up
to the thalweg level. This aspect is the consequence of the
erosion phenomena with ravines and landslides effects
superposition. leading to the to the maintaining of the global
instability on both brook's banks up to the thalweg level. The
geotechnical boreholes performed on the two banks (Fig. 1) up
to about I~ m depth. highlighted the followings soil strata (sec
also Fig 3 and~) :
fill consisting of gravel. clayey soils and wood residues
between 1.60 + 2.80 m:
consistent clays alternating with dense weakly cemented
·
clayey silty sands. between 0.80 + 2.90 m:
alluvial fonnation consisting of gravels. sands and soft
clays containing organic residues:
salt deposit at depth of about 9. 15 + 13.50 m:
A surface excavation perfonncd on the brook 's bed pointed out
that up the a depth of 2.0 meters. there exist a clayey sand ,.,.ith
gravel inclusions belonging to the above mention~d ·formation.
The ground water is present at depth about 8.50 + 10.50
meters. The chemical analyses highlighted the water hardness
due to the salts content increase an one hand. and of the
sulphates presence on the other hand. Laboratory tests
performed on samples taken during the drillings - consi~ting of
clay and silty clay through failure can occur - gave the
following results:
natural water content
w = 2~ . 8 + 27.4%
plasticity index
lp = 33.2 + 40.4%
liquid limit
w 1 = ~5 . 8 + 60.5%
consistency index
11 • = 0 . 7~ + 08~
unit weight
y = 19.6+ 19.8 kN/m 3
porosity
n = ~ 1.5 + 42.4%
saturation degree
S,= 0.95 + 1.00
effective internal friction angle
<1>. = 15 + 25 n
cfTcctivc cohesion
c · = 5 + 30 kPa
Based on litis results. we can assume that the alreadv
mentioned clay deposit is water active and has a wide range ~f
plastic behaviour. On the other hand. water content variation
with depth corresponding to the gcoteclmical boreholes. F1 and
F:: (sec Fig. 1). shows that the clay deposit is saturated. The
recommended values of the shear strength parameters for the
stability analysis were: <1>' = 15° and c· = 5 kPa. In fact the
correlation between the plasticity index and the residual
strength (Voight. 1973) for lp = 40 % gave for the residual
friction angle <1>, = 15° (Fig. 2 ).
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strength parameters Yalucs (Skcmpton and Hutchinson,
196~. Schuster and Krizek 1978):
the study of the fills influence, corresponding to the bridge
approach slopes, on the banks stability; it was used the
neutral point theory (Hutchinson, 1977):
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Fig. " CorrelaTion between the plastici(v index and residual
friction angle (r"oight. 1973)

STABILITY ANALYSIS
The Figures l and 4 show the calculus profiles considered for
the two banks with the possible failure surfaces. The main
goals ofthe stability calculus were the following:
determination by back analysis the most probable failure
surfaces for the two banks and the mobilised shear
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The volume of unstable soil was divided into slices, following
the ground surface morpholO!:,f)" and the failure surface
geometry. A computer program based on Fellenius method was
used. In Fig. 5 and 6_ the envelopes of the shear strength
parameters \Vhich assure the limit state equilibrium for the
considered failure surfaces are given. It results that the most
probable failure surfaces arc the following: one denoted with
IV R (Fig. 4) for the right hand side bank and another one l L
(Fig. 3) for the lei\ hand side bank. respectively. It is to be
noticed that the limit values for tan<l>' in case of c'=O kPa, for
the considered failure surfaces_ namely tan$"::::: 0.3 for the
right bank and tan<!>· " 0.24 for lei\ bank, are tightly
correlated with the minimum value given in the geotechnical
study (tan 15° = 0.27). According to these values. it results that
the instability phenomena arc more active on the right hand
side, which is also confirmed by reality. For the most probable
failure surfaces neutral point position was determined
(Hutchinson. 1977) by the following equation:
" )tan<!>'
( l)
tana n . ,. . (1-ru secLa
-Fn

,,

where:
is the angle between the failure plan and
hori.Lontal line corresponding to the neutral
point verticaL
is the average of pore pressure ratio,
is the original value of safety factor for the
studied slope without any arbitral)' load
acting on it
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Using this information the favourable positions for the fill
required by bridge approach slopes were detennined (Fig. }

and 4). Based on these results the designer \vas advised to
lower the axis road level to 99.5 m in the bridge area.
According to Fcllenius method for a predetermined failure
surface. the earth thmst. E,_ at the downstream limit of the
current slice 'i' was calculated using the relation:
E, =

where:

!.oj sina cos a, -lan(t>'!.c~) cos a; -c':i)j
2

1

'

'

GJ
b,
ct_1

(2)

'

is the weight of the slice 'j'"
is the horizontal width of the slice 'T and

is the angle benYeen the failure plan and
horizontal line for the slice

··r.

The earth thrust computation pointed out the influence of the
approach slopes he1ght. Thus. the decrease of the right bank
fill leYel with 2 m leads to the earth thrust diminishing in the
bridge raft foundation zone. from 146.60kN/m to 88.411 kN/m.
Meamvhile. the safct~· factor increases from F..,.,---0.887 to
Fs=0.944. According to the stability analysis carried out the
above mentioned earth thrust values can be amplified 1.5 + 2
times if we consider the seismic action. For the existing level
of the bridge approach slopes. considering the most probable
failure surfaces. the maximum computed earth thmst value
was £~292.20 kN/m. Consequently. it is recommended that
the retaining works or I and the bridge abutments foundations
should be discontinuous. made of isolated piles.

to develop retaining works on each banks separately to the
bridge foundations sistcm and
to design each bridge abutment foundation itscJf so that it
should be able to support the action induced by the bank
instability.
For both solutions the usc of cast 'in situ· piles as foundations
or/and consolidation works clements was recommended. To
calculate the reactive pressure on the stabilisation piles the ItoMatsw method (Ito and Matsui. 1975) was used. The
mentioned authors consider that piles have a great preventive
effect against the soil plastic defonnation.
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STUDY OF THE FOUNDATION CONDITIONS FOR THE
FUTURE BRIDGE
Taking into account the results of the geotechnical study, the
design Fourth
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The ultimate lateral force acting on stabilizing, R corresponds
to soil yield ac!jacent to piles. satisfYing Mohr-Coulomb
criterion. in the hatched area shown in Fig. 7. The calcnlation
of the effective distance between piles resulted from the
condition that soil thrust. E is equal with the ultimate lateral
existing
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reactive force. R determined with the al:x>vc mentioned
method. Tv.'o possible thickness of the sliding mass. H. were
considered (Fig.8 )·

0, 4

one hand- the stability of the brook banks. and- on the other
-a bigger security during the new bridge foundation works.
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According to the graphics given in the Fig. 8. for a general
earth thrust value. E ~ 292 kN /m. an optimal distance D ~
2.20 m. for the first case and D ~ 3.10 m. for the second one.
were obtllincd.

600

400
¢=15.
c=5kPa
~ 19.6 kN/m 3

200

Fig. 7. ( 'a/culalion ,•;cheme jhr lateral ultimate resi.•oting
lateraljhrce aCling on stahilizing piles
(after Ito and .\Jai.\'Ui, 1975j
The optimal distance calculus was performed taklng, into
account the following initial data:
d ~ 0.3 m:
pile diameter
ct>= 15°
cffccti·vc internal friction angle
c·~skPa
effective cohesion
unit weight

1 ~ 19.6 kN /m

3

It is the opinion of the present paper authors that in the given
location conditions. supporting works should be pcrfonned

upstream of the bridge abutments. This. \Vould ensure - on
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CONCLUSIONS
The general stability of Salcia brook bank river. on which the
foundations of the new bridge is going to be built, is at limit
state equilibrium. The increase in the brook flm:v rate and.
obviouslJ'. the erosion phenomena 'viii lead to landslides
reactivation on the brook banks. The building of the bridge
approach slotx:s can intensify these phenomena. Under these
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circumstances the safety factor against sliding diminishes
under 1.00 for both banks. The design philosophy involves two
possible alternatives (Chiricii and Galer, 1995,Chirica et
al.l997):
to develop retaining works on each brook's bank
separately to the bridge foundations system;
to design the foundations themselves so that they should
be able to support the earth thrust induced by the banks
instability.
In order to choose the optimal solution, geological and
geotechnical researches were performed. Finally, taking into
account the stability analysis results the first solution
consisting of stabilizing piles located upstream the bridge
abutments was adopted.
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